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if you want to say something, just stand there and say it. If you dare to take half a step closer, I will 

immediately kill Wuzhi Xiang!  

Wu Shanhe had already taken the initiative, and he was not afraid at all. Instead, he showed an aura 

that was even more powerful than Wu Gu Xiang. 

“Alright … I won’t go over! Please calm down!” 

“It’s not necessary to determine life and death in this competition!” Wu Gu Xiang said in a deep voice. 

Now, this old man has decided that Zhixiang has lost, and you, Wu Shanhe, are the final winner of this 

martial arts competition! As for the damage Zhixiang and Wu Bilian have caused you, I am willing to pay 

any price to compensate you!” 

Obviously, Wu Guxiang also knew that Wu Zhixiang and Wu Bilian had gone too far. According to a 

normal man’s hot-bloodedness, Wu Shanhe would definitely not show any mercy! 

Because of this, Wugu Xiang had to make two major concessions. On one hand, he gave up the glory of 

the winner! On the other hand, he had promised to give Wu Shanhe anything he wanted as 

compensation! 

From this, it could be seen that in order to save his most outstanding grandson, Wugu Xiang was really 

going all out! 

Not only did Wu Gu Xiang show his utmost sincerity, but he also didn’t even want to keep his own face! 

If it was in the past, Wu Shanhe would not even be worthy of carrying Wu Gu’s shoes! And now, Wu 

Guxiang was discussing with Wu Shanhe in a low voice! 

For a moment, everyone present was very surprised. Some people even believed that Wu Shanhe would 

make a concession. 

After all, Wu Gu Xiang had already lowered his stance so much. It could be said that he had personally 

given Wu Shanhe a way out. If Wu Shanhe still wanted to fight him head-on, he would be seeking his 

own death! 

Those who offended Wu Gu Xiang in the outer region of the East would not have a good ending! 

“You talk too much nonsense!” 

However, at this moment, Wu Shanhe said something shocking, ” “I thought you old thief would have 

something useful to say. They’re actually begging me to spare them? You don’t even need to think with 

your toes to know that this is absolutely impossible!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

Everyone knew that there was a deep hatred between Wu Shan He, Wu Zhi Xiang, and Wu bi Lian! 
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However, no one had expected that Wu Shanhe would be so persistent in his revenge that he would not 

even care about his own life! 

There was no doubt that Wu Shanhe held the power of life and death now. However, once Wu Zhixiang 

was killed, Wu Shanhe would definitely not be able to live either! No ancient event would kill Wu Shan 

He at the first opportunity! 

Therefore, when everyone heard Wu Shanhe’s words, they were very surprised! 

For the sake of revenge, he had to sacrifice his own life! 

“Is this … Really worth it?” 

Many people could not help but fall into deep thought. 

Wu Gu Xiang’s eyes widened in anger as he bared his teeth and roared, ” “Little bastard! Do you know 

the consequences of rejecting this old man? If you dare to touch Zhixiang, this old man will make you 

wish you were dead! I’ll exterminate your entire clan!” 

Obviously, Wu Gu Xiang couldn’t accept the fact that his most important grandson had been killed. 

Therefore, he had used the most brutal threat to intimidate Wu Shan He. 

As expected, Wu Shanhe was stunned! 

If this matter only involved Wu Shanhe’s own life and death, he would definitely not hesitate and show 

no mercy! 

However, Wu Guxiang had threatened to exterminate Wu Shanhe’s entire clan! This caused Wu 

Shanhe’s heart to shake violently! 

After all, Wu Shanhe still had a mother! No matter what, Wu Shanhe did not want his mother to suffer 

the tragic end of being killed because of his actions! 

As for the other relatives of the same clan, although they rarely interacted with each other, most of 

them had watched Wu Shanhe grow up. With the fetters of blood and kinship, Wu Shanhe was not 

willing to see them die because of him! 

Therefore, Wu Shanhe hesitated for a moment! 

The lives of his mother and all his family members were in his hands! 

This kind of pressure was really not what ordinary people could withstand! 

“Hmph Hmph! At least you still have some filial piety!” 

Wu Gu Xiang saw that his threat had succeeded and laughed.  “As long as you stop now, I can still give 

you some compensation! I’ll just feed it to the dogs! Hmph, Hmph, Hmph …” 

As soon as he said that, most of the people who had a conscience had ugly expressions on their faces. 

Wu Zhi Xiang was obviously in the wrong, but Wu Gu Xiang had turned the tables and used the lives of 

Wu Shan He’s family members to threaten him. He was simply shameless to the extreme! 



Of course, the crowd was only dissatisfied in their hearts, but they did not dare to show it on their faces! 

After all, everyone knew how vicious Wu Gu Xiang was. Whoever dared to speak out would probably 

have their entire family slaughtered! 

However, to everyone’s surprise, Wu Dongliang actually stood up in this situation. 

“No ancient item! Do you still have any respect for me, the great elder?” 

Wu Dongliang’s eyes were solemn and he said in a serious tone,”I am in charge of the eastern outer 

territories, is this a place without rules and regulations? How can I allow you to do as you please?” 

 you … What do you mean by this?!  Wugu Xiang’s face darkened. 

He had already suppressed Wu Shanhe, but he didn’t expect Wu Dongliang to intervene and change the 

situation in an instant. 

 what do I mean?!  

Wu Dongliang said in a high-key manner, ” “Wu Shanhe’s family is my people, and they have the right to 

be protected by the elder Council! Since you dared to slaughter his entire clan, I have the authority to 

investigate you!” 

 you …  Wugu Xiang was so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

It was not like Wu Gu Xiang had never killed an entire clan before. Even Wu Dongliang himself had done 

it. 

However, Wu Dongliang never cared about it in the past. 

At this moment, Wu Dongliang wanted to use his status as the great elder of the eastern periphery to 

interfere. 

This was equivalent to giving Wu Shanhe a golden medallion of immunity, giving him the confidence to 

kill Wuzhi Xiang. 

Without a doubt, Wu Dongliang’s action surprised everyone. 

However, this action was completely within reason. 

After all, Wu Dongliang’s most outstanding son, Wu Jiuhua, had died under the sword of Wu Zhixiang! 

Wu Dong Liang was worried that he would not have the chance to take revenge! 

At this moment, the situation in the arena could help Wu Dongliang take revenge! 

Because of this, Wu Dongliang would not miss this opportunity! 

“Great elder! With so many people watching, please keep your promise and protect my family!” 

Wu Shanhe took a calming pill, and the wavering in his heart was completely dispelled. His killing intent 

suddenly burst out. 

“Boom boom boom …” 



In the next instant, the pure gold talisman’s power directly blasted towards Wu Zhixiang and Wu Bilian. 

That immense power could even easily wipe out hundreds of large domains and kill countless lives! 

With Wuzhi Xiang’s current state, it was impossible for him to block it! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the adulterous couple, Wu Zhixiang and Wu Bilian, were directly annihilated 

without a burial place! 

“Wu Shanhe! This old man wants you dead!” 

At the same time, Wu Gu Xiang was furious. He rushed toward Gu Shanhe without any regard for 

anything! That terrifying Saint Origin Energy could kill Wu Shanhe in an instant! 
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Seeing Wu Gu Xiang rush towards the ring, everyone’s heart tightened, and they even began to mourn 

for Wu Shan He. 

After all, Wu Guxiang’s strength had reached the level of a five-star divine ancestor. Not only could he 

kill Wu Shanhe in an instant, but even the sealing array above the arena couldn’t stop him. 

The outcome seemed to have no suspense. 

But at this moment, Chen Xiaobei was very calm, as if everything was under his control. He had no 

intention of saving Wu Shanhe. 

Because someone would help Chen Xiaobei. 

“No ancient item! Don’t you dare mess around!” 

The Wudong beam immediately jumped up and blocked Wu Gu Xiang. 

With a righteous expression, he chided, ” “Wu Shanhe is the winner of the martial arts competition! He’s 

the number one genius in the eastern outer region! As the great elder of the eastern outer region, I will 

never let you hurt Wu Shanhe!” 

“Hmph! If you want to stop us, then let’s start a war!” 

Wu Guxiang was furious. He didn’t want to give Wu Dongliang any face. He was determined to kill Wu 

Shanhe to avenge his grandson. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

As soon as he said that, the members of the two families flew up into the air and confronted each other. 

They were in a state of mutual hostility. 
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Obviously, one of the two families had lost Wu Jiuhua, and the other had lost Wu Zhixiang. To the 

families themselves, this was a huge loss. Naturally, the members of the two families were also very 

angry! 

In such a situation, as long as the family head gave the order, the two sides would definitely fight to the 

death! 

At that time, the entire eastern periphery would be in chaos. Blood would flow like a river and corpses 

would cover the land. This was unavoidable! 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he started to plan. 

“Perhaps this is what the sky burial Yuan sacred clan wants to see! As long as the eastern periphery was 

in chaos, they would have a chance to take advantage of it! Next, they would have to wait and see when 

the sky burial Yuan sacred clan would make their move! Also, what is their goal?” 

Chen Xiaobei already knew that it was the sky-burier sacred clan’s plan to cause chaos in the outer 

Eastern Region. 

However, Chen Xiaobei could not be sure what the sky burying Yuan sacred clan was up to! 

As the saying goes, one doesn’t get up early without benefits! 

The sky burial Yuan sacred clan must have a big plan in mind for them to put in so much effort! The 

benefits behind the scenes would definitely exceed their efforts! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei wanted Wu Shanhe to follow the heavenly burial sacred clan’s instructions 

was to beat them at their own game and cut off their ultimate goal! 

At this moment, the two largest families in the eastern periphery were already in chaos! 

This meant that the sky burial origin sacred clan was not far from making their move. Chen Xiaobei had 

to be ready at all times! 

“Wudong Liang! I’ll ask you one last time, are you going to move away?” 

Wu Gu Xiang’s anger had reached its peak. His killing intent was so strong that it felt like it was real, and 

the entire space became heavy and murderous! 

It was obvious that if Wu Gu Xiang did not get a satisfactory answer, a great battle would break out 

immediately, and there would be no turning back! 

“I won’t!” 

“You better be clear about this!” Wu Dongliang said coldly. Wu Shanhe is now the number one genius in 

the outer region of the East! He was an important talent who received the attention of the entire clan’s 

upper echelon! If you dare to kill him, the middle-rank great elder will definitely punish you! Even the 

core elders would ask about it! Are you sure you can handle the consequences?” 

“This …” 

When Wu Gu Xiang heard this, he was stunned, and his expression froze. 



He was very clear that the outer territories “martial arts competition would not affect the final result of 

the groom search. 

In fact, Wu Zhixiang and Wu Jiuhua did not even come here to compete in the martial arts competition 

for the groom search. It was because they were too weak, and it was impossible for them to make it to 

the end. 

To put it bluntly, this competition was only to determine the most outstanding talents in the eastern 

outer region within a certain period of time. 

And these talents would enter the vision of the higher-ups of the No saint tribe! They would either be 

accepted as a direct disciple by the higher-ups, or they would receive some rewards and promotions. All 

in all, they would have an extremely good future! 

Among the younger generation in the outer region of the East, Wu Jiuhua and Wu Zhixiang were both 

dead. Only Wu Shanhe was left! 

The elder Council in the middle level of the East would definitely pay close attention to this! 

Under such circumstances, if Wu Guxiang killed Wu Shanhe, the great elder of the middle level of the 

Eastern Region would definitely be furious! 

At that time, Wu Guxiang and Wu Dongliang would go to the middle management of the East to argue. 

Wu Guxiang would be defeated and severely punished, and even his whole family would be implicated! 

At this thought, Wu Gu Xiang felt extremely guilty. 

Just a moment ago, he was still talking about fighting with Wu Dongliang, but now, he was completely 

speechless. The fighting and killing intent on his body had disappeared completely! 

This face slap was simply too loud! 

Of course, Wugu Xiang wasn’t stupid. He wouldn’t take this lying down! No matter what, he had to get 

an explanation for his dead grandson! 

“Good! This old man can temporarily not kill Wu Shanhe! However, we have to go to the middle elder 

compound now! Invite the middle-ranked great elder to make a decision on this matter!” 

Obviously, as long as Wu Guxiang didn’t kill Wu Shanhe, he could at least have the upper hand when it 

came to reasoning. With the help of the middle-level elders, he still had a chance to win back the battle! 

“Alright! We’ll go now!” 

Wu Dongliang couldn’t wait any longer,”your grandson killed my son!” This debt must be settled!” 

“Let’s go!” 

Wu chaoheng ordered,”Wu chaoheng!” You stay here and watch over Wu Shanhe! The rest of you, 

come with me!” 

“Swish …” 



In the next moment, Wu Gu Xiang tore open a crack in the void and led his entire clan’s high-level 

members to the middle elder compound! 

Clearly, no ancient item was still very scheming! 

On one hand, Wu Guxiang didn’t bring Wu Shanhe with him because he was the number one genius in 

the outer region of the East. If he followed them, he might be appreciated by the middle-ranked great 

elder, which would be very disadvantageous to Wu Guxiang! 

On the other hand, Wugu Xiang had brought all the core members of the clan with him. The advantage 

of numbers and their connections and influence in the middle levels of the Eastern Region made his 

words more powerful and authoritative! 

“Swish …” 

Then, Wu Dongliang also tore open a crack in the void and also brought the core high-level members of 

the clan to the middle-ranking elder compound in the East! 

Wu Dongliang’s goal was to seek justice for his dead son, so he brought his son’s body with him. 

“Disperse! All of you, disperse!” 

After that, Wu chaoheng stood up and asked the audience to leave. 

As Wu Guxiang’s son, Wu chaoheng’s strength had reached the peak of three-star divine ancestor, and 

he had a high prestige in the eastern periphery. 

All of a sudden, the audience started to leave the elder’s home. 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei was the only one left! 

“Hmm? Why are you still here? Are you deaf?” 

Wu chaoheng glared at Chen Xiaobei, as if he was going to start a fight at any moment! 
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Chen Xiaobei was wearing a human skin mask. At first glance, he looked like an ordinary old man. 

That was why Wu chaoheng did not take Chen Xiaobei seriously. He did not even bother to check on 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation. 

If Wu chaoheng had been more careful, he would have realized that Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was 

the same as his. 

They had already reached the peak three-star divine ancestor realm! 

However, Wu chaoheng could not be blamed for this. After all, there were less than ten people in the 

outer area of the Eastern Region who could reach this cultivation realm. Wu chaoheng knew all of them, 

so naturally, he would not be wary of an ordinary old man. 
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“Motherf! cker? You’re playing dumb, right? Do you believe I’ll kill you with! single palm strike!” 

Wu chaoheng closed in on Chen Xiaobei, channeling his Saint Qi in his palm. He was not joking, he was 

really going to attack Chen Xiaobei. 

From this detail, it could be seen that Wu chaoheng was also an overbearing tyrant who killed people as 

if they were numb and regarded the weak as ants and grass! 

His family was even more overbearing and unreasonable. It was not a big deal for them to kill one or 

two weak people. It was even a common occurrence for them to slaughter people and their entire 

family! 

That was why Wu chaoheng had no patience at all. He wanted to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

 master, be careful!  

Suddenly, Wu Shanhe let out a cry and pounced on Chen Xiaobei. 

For Wu Shanhe, he had just avenged his father’s murder and stolen his wife. The knot in his heart had 

been untied, and his state of mind and mentality had undergone a great change. 

Logically speaking, Wu Shanhe should have been reborn as a new person and lived a different future! 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s divine path of the soul was just too overbearing! 

Even if Wu Shanhe’s state of mind was greatly strengthened, he couldn’t break through the 

psychological shadow left by the heart soul divine path. 

That was why when he saw that Chen Xiaobei’s life was in danger, Wu Shanhe’s first choice was to 

protect his master, even if it meant losing his life! 

This was 100% loyalty! 

“Don’t worry, he can’t hurt me!” 

However, the Chen Xiaobei of today had received a huge boost in his strength. 

Even if Wu Dongliang and Wu Guxiang were here, they would not be able to kill Chen Xiaobei in one 

blow, let alone Wu chaoheng who was only a peak three-star divine ancestor! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Wu Shanhe was stunned on the spot, and his face was full of disbelief.   three days ago, master’s 

strength was only at the peak of two-star divine ancestor. How could he possibly resist Wu chaoheng’s 

attack? This … This can’t be …” 

Chen Xiaobei had only left Wu Shan He for three days. 

No matter how much Wu Shanhe thought about it, he would never have imagined how much Chen 

Xiaobei had improved in the past three days. 

He was not even afraid of Wu chaoheng! This was simply too unbelievable! It was simply too crazy! 

 master!?  



At this time, Wu chaoheng suddenly became alert and exclaimed, ” “No mountains and rivers! Where 

did you find your master? Also, when Wu Jiuhua died, he had said that if his master wanted him to die, 

he would have to die! Don’t tell me …” 

“That’s right!” 

“I’m the master of Wu Shanhe and Wu Jiuhua!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. You don’t have to look at 

me with such surprise, because there are still many things that you don’t know!” 

Chen Xiaobei was just taking advantage of the situation. The real mastermind was the sky-burier sacred 

clan. 

And all of this was still kept in the dark by the people in the outer region of the East! 

“This … This, this, this …” 

Wu chaoheng quickly checked Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation. 

He really wouldn’t have known if he hadn’t looked, but he was shocked when he did! 

Wu chaoheng took a deep breath and took a few steps back. He did not dare to approach Chen Xiaobei 

anymore. 

“I really didn’t expect you to have the same level of strength as me!” 

Wu chaoheng immediately became cautious. He gave up on the idea of fighting Chen Xiaobei and took 

out his communication rune to inform Wu Guxiang of the situation. 

Obviously, Wu chaoheng’s intelligence was still online! 

He knew very well that if he were to fight Chen Xiaobei, the best situation would be for both of them to 

suffer! If Chen Xiaobei had more helpers, Wu chaoheng would be dead meat! 

Therefore, at this crucial moment, Wu chaoheng did not make a move but called for help at the first 

moment. 

Wu chaoheng thought that as long as Wu Guxiang returned, he would be able to take down Chen 

Xiaobei and he would not be injured or hurt. 

This was the choice to maximize the benefits! 

Of course, even if he was not as smart as chaoheng, Chen Xiaobei was not stupid! 

“You only want to call for help now? It’s too late!” 

Chen Xiaobei charged forward at an incredible speed. 

In Wu Shanhe’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei had disappeared into thin air. 

In Wu chaoheng’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei’s figure had turned into an illusory rainbow! 

Wu chaoheng’s vision turned black and before he could see anything, Chen Xiaobei was already in front 

of them! 



“H-how is this possible? How can you be so much faster than me when we’re at the same cultivation 

level? I didn’t even have time to react!” 

Wu chaoheng instantly let out an incredulous cry. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei’s speed to be this fast! 

Wu chaoheng could only see the shadow of a rainbow. Before he could react, Chen Xiaobei was already 

in front of him. 

One could imagine that Wu chaoheng’s message was not sent out in time at all! 

“BOOM!” 

In the next moment, a scene that shocked Wu chaoheng to the extreme appeared. 

With a loud explosion, Chen Xiaobei’s body burst with a vast amount of Saint vitality. It was as if the sky 

was falling and the earth was collapsing as it came crashing down on Wu chaoheng. 

“This … This, this, this …” 

Wu chaoheng’s jaw was about to fall off in shock. His pupils contracted uncontrollably, his whole body 

trembled violently, and cold sweat poured out like raindrops! 

“Your strength … Why is it that you’re far stronger than me? That’s impossible … That’s impossible …” 

Wu chaoheng looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

One had to know that the No saint tribe was a great race with the Supreme Holy ancestors. The quality 

of their bloodlines was at the Supreme holy ancestor level! 

At the same cultivation level, they had always been the ones crushing others. They had never been 

crushed by others before! 

At this moment, Wu chaoheng was being suppressed by Chen Xiaobei. He did not even have the chance 

to fight back! 

For Wu chaoheng, this simply shattered his three views and even made him start to doubt his life! 

“Don’t just stand there and wail like an idiot!” 

Chen Xiaobei asked coldly, ” “Do you want to live or die? Make your own choice!” 
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 “Hiss …” 

Wu chaoheng sucked in a breath of cold air. His pupils instantly shrank, his eyes trembled, and his face 

was filled with despair. 

Wu chaoheng could not understand how Chen Xiaobei, who had the same cultivation level as him, could 

defeat him so easily in terms of speed and strength. 
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Wu chaoheng also did not notice that Chen Xiaobei had used any special ability or Trump card. It was 

just pure strength and speed! 

Could it be that the quality of Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline was higher than that of a Supreme holy 

ancestor? 

No! 

That’s impossible! 

In this world, how could there be a quality higher than the Supreme holy ancestor? 

Wu chaoheng was dumbstruck and his scalp went numb. He simply could not believe this conclusion! 

It was obvious that Wu chaoheng did not know about the existence of the Supreme! At the same time, 

Chen Xiaobei’s overwhelming advantage did not come from his bloodline! 

The real reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to defeat those of the same level was the one-word Saint-

killer curse! 

Word birth incantation! 

It would strengthen Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Qi and physical strength! 

Even if the life word incantation had not reached the level of a three-star divine ancestor, its supreme 

quality was already far beyond the bloodline enhancement of a Supreme divine ancestor! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei could easily crush Wu chaoheng without any suspense! 

“I want to live … I want to live …” 

Wu chaoheng could not figure it out. Of course, he did not have time to think about it. At this moment, 

there was only one thought in his mind, and that was to survive! 

“The divine Dao of heart and soul! Soul snatching!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated his divine path special ability and left a huge shadow in Wu chaoheng’s soul, 

shrouding his state of mind! 

Unless one day, Wu chaoheng’s state of mind was stronger than Chen Xiaobei’s, he would always be a 

loyal dog to Chen Xiaobei! 

“Master …” 

Wu chaoheng’s expression changed from one of despair and fear to one of reverence and respect. From 

this moment on, he would be 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. Even if Chen Xiaobei wanted his life, he would 

be willing to give it to him with both hands! 

“Get up!” 

Chen Xiaobei then retracted his hand and used his Saint Qi to help Wu chaoheng stand up. 

“Master … You’re too powerful! I haven’t seen you for three days, and your cultivation base has already 

broken through to the peak of three-star divine ancestor! This … This is unbelievable!” 



At the same time, Wu Shanhe’s face was filled with extreme reverence and worship as he exclaimed in 

admiration. 

Three days ago, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was only at the pinnacle of two-star divine ancestor. In such a 

short time, he had improved so much that Wu Shanhe felt like he was dreaming. It was too shocking! 

Of course, it took Chen Xiaobei more than three days to reach this level! 

In the meantime, Chen Xiaobei had also upgraded his three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache. In the 

sunlight domain, the actual time spent on cultivation might have reached tens of thousands of dark 

years. It was a terrifying amount of time! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had a long life span! 

If it were any other person, using the three-star Saint ancestral sunlight cache like Chen Xiaobei did, 

their lifespan would have been burned up before they could even level up! 

It was precisely because of this that ordinary people could not use this method at all. They could only 

make a breakthrough through the suffering of endless years! 

That was why Wu Shanhe and Wu chaoheng could not believe that Chen Xiaobei had broken through so 

many levels in just three days! 

“Alright, let’s retreat!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Wu Shanhe, find a way to contact the sky burying Yuan sacred clan! Let’s see what 

their next step is!” 

“Yes, sir!” 

Wu Shanhe nodded heavily and used the communication rune to send a message to the sky burying 

Yuan sacred clan. 

Chen Xiaobei and Wu chaoheng, on the other hand, retreated to a hidden spot and waited to see what 

would happen. 

…… 

After a while, two members of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan arrived. 

Their cultivation base was not high, only at the level of three star divine ancestor. 

 greetings, Saint ancestor burial moon and Saint ancestor burial sorrow!  

Wu Shanhe went up to him and greeted him respectfully. 

“Yes.” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang nodded and praised, ” “You’ve done well! The current situation is exactly 

what we want to see!” 

Wu Shanhe smiled in return and said respectfully, ” “In that case, can you give me the benefits you 

promised me in advance?” 



Wu Shanhe was quite smart. He didn’t ask about the other party’s purpose as soon as he came up, lest 

he arouse suspicion. 

Instead, he first asked for his reward. This was human nature, so he wouldn’t be suspected and could 

also relax the other party’s vigilance. 

As expected, the sacred ancestors of the moon and burial chamber sneered. 

In their eyes, Wu Shanhe was a greedy man who would forget his sense of justice for profit. This kind of 

person was the easiest to control, and they liked him the most. 

“Don’t worry!” 

 we’ll need your help later, ” the moon-burier Saint ancestor said with a faint smile.  the benefits we 

promised you won’t be reduced. In fact, they’ll continue to increase!  

 but …  Wu Shanhe put on a hesitant look, trying to make the other party think that he was very greedy, 

so that they would lower their guard. 

“Heh, it seems like you really can’t wait!” 

“If that’s the case, we’ll give you the reward we promised you!” Sacred ancestor zang Shang smiled. 

We’ll talk about the remuneration after the cooperation!” 

“Whoosh …” 

After saying that, sacred ancestor zang Shang took out a two-star sacred ancestor Mystic resin from his 

storage space! 

Then, he handed it over to Wu Shanhe! 

 thank … Thank you, holy ancestor burial!  

Wu Shanhe put on an extremely surprised expression and was extremely excited! 

In fact, this two star divine ancestor level divine ancestor Mystic resin was what Wu Shanhe needed the 

most! 

His cultivation base had reached the peak of a one star divine ancestor. As long as he obtained this two 

star divine ancestor level divine ancestor Mystic resin, he would be able to break through the bottleneck 

and advance a major realm! 

Because of this, his surprise and excitement at this moment were actually based on his feelings. 

Naturally, he would not reveal any flaws! 

As for the sky burying Yuan sacred clan, the reason why they kept their promise and gave Wu Shanhe 

this two star divine ancestor level divine ancestor black resin was to use Wu Shanhe in the future! 

On the other hand, if Wu Shanhe lost his value, there was a 10000% chance that the sky burying Yuan 

sacred clan would go back on their word and not give him a single strand of hair. They might even kill 

him to silence him! 



“Alright! Keep the reward first! There’s an even more important mission coming up next. After it’s done, 

we’ll give you even more generous rewards!” 

Sacred ancestor burial smiled indifferently. He felt like he had Wu Shanhe in the bag. 

However, at this moment, Wu Shanhe’s heart was completely calm. He even wanted to laugh! This was 

because things had developed to this stage because the sacred ancestors of the moon burial tribe and 

the sorrow burial tribe had been led by the nose by Wu Shanhe! 

Wasn’t this? He didn’t even need to ask Wu Shanhe. Sacred ancestor zang Shang wanted him to take the 

initiative and tell him what they were going to do next! 

In this way, Wu Shanhe would not be suspected at all, and he would naturally join in the next step of the 

operation. At the critical moment, he would be able to turn the situation around and make the final 

decision! 

“Let’s go. Bring us to the exit of the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield!” Sacred ancestor zang Shang 

said calmly. 
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4575 Good friend! 

As soon as these words came out, Wu Shanhe couldn’t help but feel shocked. 

Chen Xiaobei and Wu chaoheng, who were hiding at a distance, were also shocked. 

 I didn’t expect the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s target to be the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield!  Chen 

Xiaobei furrowed his brows and began to plan his next move. 

“So that’s how it is!” 

Wu chaoheng was not stupid. He immediately cleared his mind, ” “The sky burial Yuan sacred clan used 

Wu Shan He to disrupt the competition and lure Wu Gu Xiang and Wu Dong Liang away. They even lured 

away the high-level members of the two families! High! It’s really high!” 

There was no mistake! 

This was the conspiracy of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan! 

Originally, the sky burying Yuan sacred clan had given Wu Shanhe two great Crimson Saint sky talismans 

to kill Wu Jiuhua and Wu Zhixiang. 

The great Scarlet sacred sky talisman was a talisman unique to the middle-ranked great elder of the 

Eastern Region! 

In this way, the attention of the two big families in the outer region of the East would be completely 

directed to the middle-ranked great elder of the East! 

In this way, the eastern periphery would be completely empty! 
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Although the process of the competition was slightly different from what the sky burial Yuan sacred clan 

had planned, the final result was what they wanted the most! 

At that moment, the higher-ups of the two families had all gone to the elder House of the East tribe, so 

the sky burying Yuan sacred clan could do whatever they wanted! 

“Yes, sir!” 

Wu Shanhe nodded and led the way respectfully to the teleportation portal’s altar with sacred ancestors 

burial sorrow and moon. 

Then, he said,”my Lords!” This altar was the true exit of the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield! Only the 

members of my no saint tribe can come here! As for the others, they will be randomly sent to different 

places!” 

The two sacred ancestors were both surprised. This was the first time they had seen the teleportation 

array altar. 

However, Chen Xiaobei, who was watching from afar, knew all of this. 

The Holy ancestor ancient battlefield was actually an independent great world that was controlled by no 

holy race. 

It was easy for outsiders to enter, but it was very troublesome to come out. Not only would the most 

precious things be taken away by the Saint tribe, but a part of their memories would also be erased and 

they would be randomly sent to different places! 

Only the members of the No saint tribe would be transported to this altar after coming out of the Holy 

ancestor ancient battlefield. At the same time, they would not lose their most important things! 

“I’ve finally found it! From today onwards, the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield will belong to the sky 

burial origin sacred clan! Hahaha …” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang laughed excitedly. 

The moon-burier Saint ancestor immediately asked, ”  can we return to the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield from this magical formation? ” 

“Of course you can!”  yes!  Wu Shanhe nodded and said, ” in the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, there 

will be occasional rebellions and attacks on the great sage temple. It’s always our high-level elders who 

go in to suppress them!  

“Good, good, good! This is great!” 

“Wu Shanhe, activate the array immediately and send us into the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield!” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang immediately said. 

“Yes!” 

Wu Shanhe nodded, and at the same time, he deliberately slowed down. 



The sky burying Yuan sacred clan’s goal was clear. Wu Shanhe needed to buy time for Chen Xiaobei to 

think. 

After all, everything Wu Shanhe had done was to help Chen Xiaobei get the ultimate benefit. 

 master, what should we do now! ” 

From a distance, Wu chaoheng’s brows were deeply furrowed, and he seemed very anxious.  “From the 

looks of the two people from Yuan Sage sky burial’s clan, they seem to want to take away the sacred 

ancestor ancient battlefield! Master, please make a decision quickly, or it’ll be too late!” 

“Do you even need to ask?” 

 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  I’ve done so many things just to kill Hu zang of the heavenly Yuan 

divine clan! No matter what their goal is, they will eventually fall into my pocket! Not only am I going to 

cut them off, but I’m also going to make them the scapegoat!” 

 I’m a little slow-witted, please tell me …  Wu chaoheng was confused. He knew that Chen Xiaobei 

wanted the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, but he did not know how Chen Xiaobei would do it. 

“You injured yourself!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. Then, wait here for the higher-ups of the No saint tribe to 

come. You can say that the sky burial Yuan sacred tribe ambushed you and took away the Holy ancestor 

ancient battlefield!” 

 this …  Wu chaoheng was stunned for a moment and could not help but praise, ” “Master is really 

brilliant! High! It’s really high!” 

At this point, Wu chaoheng naturally understood everything. 

Even though he was going to be severely injured, Wu chaoheng did not hesitate at all. 

In fact, even if Chen Xiaobei wanted him dead, he would do it willingly without hesitation! 

“Whoosh …” 

Following that, the sacred ancestors of the three sacred ancestors entered the sacred ancestor ancient 

battlefield through the teleportation array. 

Of course, Wu Shanhe did not close the formation. He left a backdoor for Chen Xiaobei! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the three of them arrived at the resplendent great sage temple. 

“Swish!” 

Following this, sacred ancestor zang Shang conjured a Heaven Earth membrane and said with 

excitement, ” “Legend has it that there are countless undeveloped opportunities in the Holy ancestor 

ancient battlefield. Now, these opportunities are all ours! Hahaha …” 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Then, sacred ancestor zang Shang released a steady stream of Saint origin power from his storage space. 



By rough estimation, at least ten thousand portions of peak five-star divine ancestor’s energy had been 

released, then absorbed by the heaven Earth embryo membrane and quickly burned up! 

 my God … So much energy …  

Wu Shanhe was dumbfounded by what he saw! He had never seen so much energy in his life! He had 

never even heard of it before! 

From this detail, it could be seen that the sacred ancestors of the moon and the sorrow were supported 

by a super force. This force could even be compared to the core families of the Supreme sacred ancestor 

family! 

It was extremely terrifying! It was extremely shocking! 

“Shit …” 

A moment later, sacred ancestor zang Shang frowned and said, ” “We have underestimated the level of 

the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield! The energy that we brought out this time is actually not enough!” 

 how much more?!  

The moon-burier Saint ancestor also looked serious.  “Quickly tell me! I’ll immediately rush back to the 

clan to get it! We can’t wait until Wu Dongliang and the others come back! Otherwise, we won’t be able 

to leave!” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang controlled the world membrane as he gave his answer.  there’s not much 

difference. About a hundred or so portions of mid-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy will do!  

“Alright! Just you wait! I’ll go back and get it immediately!” The moon-burier sacred ancestor turned 

around and left the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield without hesitation. 

“No need to go!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei walked out from the dimension portal and said, ” “I have the energy that you 

guys are lacking!” 

 who … Who are you?!  

The two sacred ancestors were shocked. 

“I’m your good friend!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took off his mask, revealing his true appearance. 

 Chen … Chen … Chen Xiaobei!  

 what?!  the two sacred ancestors shrieked, their pupils constricting and their scalps going numb as if 

they had seen a ghost. 
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4576 Value to be used! 
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Chen Xiaobei’s information had already spread throughout the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan! 

The information had been sent by the yuan Dao divine ancestor, who was now the young master of the 

sky burial Yuan sacred clan! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei’s information had received a lot of attention. Almost everyone in the sky-burier 

Yuan divine clan knew about him. Even the Saint-burier’s Supreme divine ancestor had personally read 

about Chen Xiaobei! 

That was why the two sacred ancestors were so shocked and shocked! 

They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if they had just seen a ghost! 

 Chen Xiaobei … You … What are you doing here?!  

Sacred ancestor zang Shang was dumbfounded and extremely nervous. 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was very weak in the intelligence, at this moment, the two Saint 

ancestors could not see through Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation! 

Therefore, the two sacred ancestors were very nervous and didn’t want to fight. They just wanted to 

escape safely! 

However, the spatial gate of the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield was right behind Chen Xiaobei. The 

two Holy ancestors had to get past Chen Xiaobei! 

 you’re going to die soon. There’s no point in asking questions, so stop talking nonsense!  

Chen Xiaobei was too lazy to explain too much to them. A cold, murderous aura was released from his 

body. 

The sky-burier Yuan sacred clan had seen Chen Xiaobei’s information. If they had the chance, they would 

do anything to capture Chen Xiaobei and kill him! 

That alone was enough to prove that Chen Xiaobei and the sky-burier sacred clan were sworn enemies! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei was a reincarnated being of Pangu. The sky burying sacred clan would not let 

him go! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei would not show any mercy to the two Holy ancestors. Being kind to the enemy 

was being cruel to himself! 

Only by uprooting the weeds and removing the roots could he eliminate all future troubles! 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Origin Energy burst out, and like the sky was falling, it enveloped 

the two Saint ancestors. 

The two of them were only three star divine ancestors in the early phase. In front of Chen Xiaobei, they 

were as weak as two ants. There was no room for them to fight back. 

“Bang!” 



However, to everyone’s surprise, at this critical moment, the moon-burier divine ancestor slammed her 

palm on the moon-burier divine ancestor’s back, sending her flying into Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Qi! 

“Senior brother! You …” 

The moon-burier Saint ancestor was dumbfounded. He had never thought that his senior brother would 

betray him and use him as a shield! 

“Boom …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s attack landed squarely on the moon-burier Saint ancestor’s body. Her 

body burst open like a tomato, with countless cracks, blood, flesh, bones, and internal organs spurting 

out of the cracks. It was a bloody and terrifying scene! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, moon-burier Saint ancestor’s Saint Soul was shattered instantly, and he died on the spot! 

It was obvious that the moon-burier Saint ancestor couldn’t resist the overwhelming power at all! 

Chen Xiaobei even held back 70% of his power. Otherwise, moon-burier Saint ancestor would not even 

be able to preserve her body! His entire body would be destroyed, and he would disappear without a 

trace! 

“So … So strong …” 

Wu Shanhe was dumbfounded and exclaimed in admiration. 

“Woof!” 

At the same time, sacred ancestor burial used all his strength to rush towards the teleportation gate as 

fast as he could. He wanted to take advantage of this gap to escape from the sacred ancestor ancient 

battlefield. 

Although sacred ancestor burial was despicable, he was decisive and ruthless. He had thrown his Junior 

Brother out to block the attack and had won himself a chance to escape! 

Unfortunately, in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, this was just a last-ditch struggle! It was indeed a little ridiculous! 

 do you think you can run away?!  

Chen Xiaobei did not make any big movements, but a stream of saintly celestial energy came crashing 

down like a mountain! 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, sacred ancestor burial felt like he was being crushed by a mountain! 

His entire body fell to the ground and was firmly suppressed. His entire body was pressed against the 

ground and he couldn’t even move a finger! 

This was absolute power! 

There was no room for negotiation, no chance to turn things around, no variables, and no suspense! 



It was a complete crushing in the absolute sense! 

“I’ll go! Master! You’re so handsome!” 

Wu Shanhe’s blood was boiling as he watched, and he felt all the hair on his body stand up. He was so 

excited! 

“Uh …” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang let out a painful wail and hurriedly begged for mercy.”Young master Chen, 

please spare me! Spare my life! I … I’m the direct disciple of the seventh Northern core elder of the Saint 

burial tribe! Young master Chen, as long as you let me go, I will definitely thank you!” 

Chen Xiaobei and Wu Shanhe were both surprised. 

He’d guessed that the sacred ancestors had extremely powerful backers. 

However, they did not expect their backer to be so powerful! It was an elder from the core Elder 

Council. 

Although he was the seventh elder, his cultivation realm had probably reached the level of Seven Star 

divine ancestor and above. He was definitely a super terrifying existence! 

It was no wonder that sacred ancestor zang Shang had burned more than 10000 portions of peak five-

star sacred ancestor’s energy! 

This kind of super big spending, ordinary people could not do it at all! He didn’t even dare to think about 

it! 

“So, you still have some value!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he started to plan again. 

Chen Xiaobei had originally planned to get rid of the root of the problem, but now that the Holy 

ancestor had revealed his master’s identity, it immediately attracted Chen Xiaobei’s attention! 

The seventh elder of the northern core Elder Council of the Saint burial clan! 

With this identity, he could already be ranked among the core upper echelons of the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan! 

This was the key question in Chen Xiaobei’s mind! 

If Chen Xiaobei could plant a hidden chess piece by the seventh elder’s side, it would definitely be of 

great help to Chen Xiaobei at some point in the future. It might even give Chen Xiaobei the opportunity 

to turn the tables!” 

This was the value of sacred ancestor burial! 

“The divine Dao of heart and soul! Soul snatching!” 

Chen Xiaobei decided not to kill the sacred ancestor zang Shang, but to make him his loyal dog! 

“Whoosh …” 



With a thought, Chen Xiaobei activated the power of the divine path of heart and soul, giving him 

absolute control over the sacred ancestor! 

“Master …” 

Sacred ancestor zang Shang had become a loyal dog and kneeled in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei ignored him. Instead, he took out the mid-five-star Saint ancestral energy from his 

inventory. 

Chen Xiaobei could not wait to start the operation! 

“Next, let me take the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield!” 
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4577 Forcefully devoured! 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei still had 177 intermediate five-star divine Ancestor Energy! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already thought of collecting more energy from the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield a long time ago. However, he did not have that much energy at that time. So, he only thought 

about it and did not put it into action! 

In fact, the energy that Chen Xiaobei had at the moment was far from enough to collect the Holy 

ancestor ancient battlefield! 

Fortunately, the sky burial origin sacred clan had set up all sorts of traps in the outer periphery of the 

non-Saint tribe just to take the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, but Chen Xiaobei had successfully 

intercepted their plans! 

The tens of thousands of five-star divine ancestor’s energy that he had just used up had all been used up 

for Chen Xiaobei! 

All Chen Xiaobei needed to do now was to fill up the small amount of energy he was lacking and he 

would be able to bring the Holy ancestor’s ancient battlefield into the beixuan divine soul realm! 

There was no doubt that this was a huge improvement! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate to send out all the energy he had. He had to get the Holy 

ancestor ancient battlefield at all costs! 

“Chi … Chi!” 

Finally, after burning almost 120 portions of mid-level five-star divine ancestor’s energy, the world 

membrane of the sacred ancestor zang Shang finally reacted! 
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A vast and unparalleled holy light burst out from the embryo membrane of the Holy ancestor zang 

Shang. It was like a giant net of holy light that covered the entire holy ancestor ancient battlefield! 

Immediately after, the entire sacred ancestor ancient battlefield was forcefully integrated into sacred 

ancestor zang Shang’s Heaven Earth embryo membrane! 

 Saint Pan’s chaos devour!  

Then, Chen Xiaobei began to devour the heavenly earth embryo membrane of the Holy ancestor of the 

burial chamber! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Sacred ancestor burial and Wu Shanhe both let out cries of disbelief. 

This was especially true for sacred ancestor zang Shang, who was dumbfounded.  “Master … How dare 

you? After merging with the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, the sacred soul world within my heaven 

Earth embryo membrane will reach the peak five-star sacred ancestor level!” 

“Master, your cultivation base is only at the peak of the three star divine ancestor realm! Under such 

circumstances, forcefully devouring my heaven Earth embryo membrane that’s two realms higher will 

definitely put great pressure on master’s mind power, and it might even cause your Saint Soul to 

shatter!” 

Wu Shanhe’s eyes were wide open and his scalp was numb. He felt extremely worried for Chen Xiaobei! 

It was clear that what sacred ancestor zang Shang had said was true! 

Even Chen Xiaobei himself had a similar experience! 

The last time Chen Xiaobei entered the ancient battlefield of the Holy ancestor, he had devoured both 

the demonic temple holy ancestor and the ice Dome Saint Dao talisman at the same time. It had caused 

a huge mental pressure, and his Saint Soul had almost exploded! 

Fortunately, demonic temple’s divine ancestor and the ice Dome divine Dao talisman had countered 

each other and nullified most of the pressure, allowing Chen Xiaobei to barely survive! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei was facing the same situation as before-he had devoured an existence of a higher 

level! It would definitely bring great mental pressure and threaten the survival of the Saint Soul! 

If Chen Xiaobei’s strength was the same as before, his Saint Soul would have exploded and his soul 

would have been destroyed! 

However, the Chen Xiaobei of today had already achieved a sublimation of his essence! 

First of all, the greatest sublimation was the derivation of the heart soul saintly way! 

After all, the divine path of the soul was derived from Chen Xiaobei’s extreme strength and his strong 

heart that would never change until death! 

The divine path of heart and soul not only had the ability to steal souls, but it also gave Chen Xiaobei’s 

state of mind and spirit an unprecedented boost! 



Ever since Chen Xiaobei had created the divine path of the soul, he would not fall into a coma even if his 

mental power was exhausted. He would not even suffer from a mental breakdown or Qi deviation! 

In terms of mental state, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was already very strong! With the help of the 

divine path of heart and soul, Chen Xiaobei would not be affected by any mental pressure! 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei was almost completely immune to the mental pressure! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei could even devour a Supreme divine ancestor, let alone a five-star divine 

ancestor. More importantly, he did not have to worry about the damage caused by the mental pressure! 

Of course, it was one thing to be able to devour it, but it was another thing to be able to digest it! 

The first and most important thing was that Chen Xiaobei had to have enough mental power to activate 

his special ability and digest the things that he had swallowed! 

In order to achieve this, Chen Xiaobei’s second major improvement had to be mentioned! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei had eaten a five-star divine ancestor intermediate-stage mutant divine 

bloodfruit! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power is almost inexhaustible within the range of an 

intermediate five-star divine ancestor!” 

This ensured that Chen Xiaobei had enough mental power to digest the things he had consumed! 

Although his mind power wasn’t enough to directly digest the heaven Earth embryo membrane of the 

sacred ancestor zang Shang, he could do it with a little time! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache and burned his lifespan to activate 

its special ability. 

A peak five-star divine ancestor was equivalent to a late-stage five-star divine ancestor who was a trillion 

times stronger! 

A late-stage five star divine ancestor was equivalent to a middle-stage five star divine ancestor! 

In other words, with Chen Xiaobei’s intermediate five-star divine ancestor’s mental power, he would 

need a trillion times more time to digest a late-stage five-star divine ancestor’s item! 

On this basis, he would be able to digest the peak five-star divine ancestor’s item in a time that was a 

trillion times longer! 

In short, as long as Chen Xiaobei had an endless supply of mental power, it would only be a matter of 

time before he could digest the heavenly earth embryo membrane of the Holy ancestor zang Shang! 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei burned almost one underworld year of his life to successfully digest the heaven 

Earth embryo membrane of the Holy ancestor of the burial chamber! 

In other words, without the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache, Chen Xiaobei would need a 

normal underworld year to digest the divine ancestor’s Heaven Earth embryo membrane! 



Now that he had the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache, Chen Xiaobei had used one year of his 

lifespan to complete the digestion of the divine ancestor zang Shang’s embryo membrane in an instant! 

Without a doubt, this was a miraculous result! 

“H-how is this possible? Master … You … You’re unbelievable!” 

Sacred ancestor burial and Wu Shanhe both screamed at the same time. They looked at Wang Chen in 

disbelief. They were shocked, shocked, and astonished. Even their world views were shattered! 

“This is too good!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally let out a long sigh of relief as he took in the huge improvement that this round of 

digestion had brought him! 
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First, the most direct upgrade was that the level of the North profound sacred soul great world had 

directly risen to the peak of the five-star divine ancestor level! 

The improvement of the North profound sacred soul world would also lead to the great improvement of 

the other two attributes! 

The first item was the grade of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor. It was directly upgraded to the 

peak of the five star divine ancestor level! 

In this state, even if Chen Xiaobei did not burn his energy, the ten thousand DAOs divine Emperor armor 

would be able to withstand all attacks from anyone below the level of a six-star divine ancestor. Chen 

Xiaobei would not be injured at all and would not be defeated! 

The second change was that all the special abilities of the sacred soul world had been upgraded to the 

peak of the five-star divine ancestor level! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei, with a lower cultivation, could use his special ability to fight above his 

cultivation level. He could control enemies above his cultivation level, ignore space above his cultivation 

level, and so on … 

Of course, the mental power that Chen Xiaobei could use now was at most a mid-five-star divine 

ancestor. 

Therefore, the highest strength of these special abilities could only be activated to the mid-stage five-

star divine ancestor level. 

Of course, the solution to this problem was very simple. Chen Xiaobei only needed to find a peak five-

star divine ancestor’s energy and produce a peak five-star divine ancestor mutated divine bloodfruit. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would be able to use the five-star divine ancestor’s power as he wished, and his 

mental power would be inexhaustible! 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei was basically invincible against anyone below the six-star divine 

ancestor level! 
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Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

What made Chen Xiaobei even happier was that as long as the weapons, equipment, and special abilities 

in his hands were strong enough, he would not need to rely on the one word Holy extermination curse! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei did not have to look for the ancestor of all DAOs ‘reincarnators! 

He wouldn’t have to worry about the huge changes that the ancestor of all Dao would bring to the 

world! It might even be a huge tribulation! 

Other than these improvements, there was another huge improvement. It was the amount of energy 

that the beixuan sacred soul world could provide Chen Xiaobei every day! 

If all the Saint positions in the beixuan sacred world were filled up, Chen Xiaobei would be able to get a 

peak five-star divine ancestor’s energy every day! 

This was definitely super cool! 

Chen Xiaobei still had more than 50 portions of intermediate five-star divine Ancestor Energy! To Chen 

Xiaobei, this was a huge fortune! 

However, compared to the energy of a five-star divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei’s wealth was insignificant. 

Just the thought of obtaining a portion of peak five-star divine ancestor’s energy every day was 

exhilarating! 

Of course! This was the most ideal situation! 

With the current state of the North profound sacred soul great world, the positions of the North 

profound Saint and the North profound sacred king could be filled! 

However, the North Mystic Divine Emperor needed 100 million and the North Mystic Divine ancestor 

needed 10000! 

These two numbers were not something that Chen Xiaobei could fill in! 

In other words, the beixuan sacred world was still unable to provide Chen Xiaobei with the maximum 

amount of energy! 

Based on his current status as a Saint, he could provide Chen Xiaobei with an early-stage five-star divine 

ancestor’s energy every day! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this amount of energy was not a lot, but it was definitely not a small amount either. It 

could still be of great use if he accumulated it! 

In the future, when he had the chance to fill up all the positions, Chen Xiaobei would be able to obtain a 

peak five-star divine ancestor’s energy every day. That would be awesome! 

But of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very calm! 

Other than these improvements, there was one more thing he had to pay attention to! That was, his 

absorption ability could not be used without limit! 



After all, the heaven and earth embryo membrane of the sacred ancestor’s burial was only two small 

realms higher than Chen Xiaobei’s mental power, but it took him one underworld year to completely 

digest it! 

In other words, if he were to consume an item that was three levels higher than Chen Xiaobei’s mental 

power, it would take him a trillion years! 

Chen Xiaobei did not have that much lifespan to burn! 

That was why even though Chen Xiaobei could ignore the mental pressure, he could only digest things 

that were not more than two levels lower than his own mental power! 

Once Chen Xiaobei consumed an item that was two levels higher than his mental power, he would not 

be able to digest it in a short period of time. He would not be able to use his special ability to consume 

other things! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to pay attention to this when he was devouring a higher level! 

It wasn’t swallowing whatever it wanted! 

If he swallowed something that he couldn’t digest, it would be equivalent to directly crippling his 

devouring ability. He wouldn’t be able to use it again before the digestion was complete! 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei brought the sacred ancestor burial and Wu Shanhe back to the real world 

through the portal. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had also brought out the moon-burier Saint ancestor’s body. 

Wu chaoheng had already followed Chen Xiaobei’s plan and severely injured himself. 

So, Chen Xiaobei left the body of the moon-burier Saint ancestor to Wu chaoheng! 

This way, Wu chaoheng could say that he had been ambushed by the sky burying Yuan sacred clan and 

killed moon burying sacred ancestor, but the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield had still been taken 

away by the other experts of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan! 

With the witnesses and evidence, the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan would not be able to clear their name 

even if they jumped into the Yellow River. They were destined to take the blame for Chen Xiaobei! 

Of course, in order to make it more realistic, Chen Xiaobei also left the moon-burier Saint ancestor’s 

storage space behind! 

There was only a small amount of energy and some useless resources in the space. Chen Xiaobei was not 

interested in them. He left them with the moon-burier holy ancestor to avoid suspicion from the higher-

ups of the No saint tribe! 

As for the storage space of the sacred ancestor, Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate to take it. 



The energy in it had been used up, leaving only a few heavenly materials and earthly treasures. There 

were not many of them, and their levels were not high either. They would not be of much help to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Naturally, all the energy became food for the green Treasure! 

After devouring and digesting it, he produced thirty drops of Saint pan dew! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had 83 drops of the Saint plate dew. 

It would naturally be of great use in the future. 

[ the Saint elder of the hall of annihilation has sent you a message! ] 

Chen Xiaobei’s communication rune received a message. 

“Hmm? Why would the hall extermination Saint elder suddenly contact me?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and felt strange.  “I just left deathtrap city on the outskirts of the 

southern part of the Holy extermination Hall yesterday. Why is the hall extermination Hall’s divine elder 

contacting me again today? Did something unexpected happen?” 

Chen Xiaobei carefully thought about it but could not find any clues. 

Thus, he immediately checked the message sent by the Saint elder! 
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The content of the message was simple! 

The news of Chen Xiaobei’s fight in life ending city had reached the ears of the Holy extermination clan’s 

higher-ups, and one of the higher-ups wanted to meet Chen Xiaobei! 

As everyone knew, the Holy extermination clan was intrepid, bloodthirsty, combative, and revered 

martial strength and the strong! 

Chen Xiaobei’s feat of defeating an opponent of a higher cultivation level was unprecedented. Once the 

news spread, it caused a huge sensation in Holy extermination. Countless people became Chen Xiaobei’s 

fanatical fans! 

Naturally, the Holy extermination clan’s higher-ups would also pay close attention to Chen Xiaobei! 

“Anyway, I need to hide for a while now, so I might as well go!” 

Chen Xiaobei thought about it for a while and replied, accepting the invitation of the Saint elder. 

On one hand, Chen Xiaobei did not want to stay and get involved in the chaos that was about to descend 

upon the non-Saint tribe. 

On the other hand, the Holy extermination clan treated the strong with respect and kindness. Chen 

Xiaobei also wanted to use this opportunity to see if he could form an alliance with the Holy 

extermination clan. 
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After all, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan was very, very powerful and had many conspiracies and 

schemes. They also had the support of many allies! 

So, if Chen Xiaobei wanted to defeat the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan, he had to make some powerful 

allies! 

The Holy extermination clan was the strongest of the nine Supreme divine ancestor clans. If Chen 

Xiaobei could form an alliance with them, he would be able to provide them with a lot of help! 

More importantly, the Saint extermination clan and the sky burying Yuan sacred clan were absolutely 

mortal enemies! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei revealed his hidden identity, there was a high chance that they could 

successfully form an alliance! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei decided to accept the invitation of the Saint elder and check out the 

situation! 

Taking a step back, even if they couldn’t form an alliance, being able to make friends with the Holy 

extermination clan’s upper echelons was actually not a bad choice! 

Chen Xiaobei immediately made his move. 

Wu Shanhe and sacred ancestor burial directly entered the chaotic space. 

Wu chaoheng stayed where he was and pinned the blame on the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. 

…… 

After breaking through the void, Chen Xiaobei arrived at the Holy extermination clan’s Southern outer 

territory and went to Death City with ease! 

As usual, life ending city was still extremely lively. Tens of millions of spectators were shouting and 

shouting madly. Every second was filled with blood boiling as they offered the most fanatical passion to 

the duelists they supported! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not plan to participate in the duel this time. The moment he reached the 

door, he immediately contacted the Saint elder of the hall of annihilation! 

The hall extermination’s divine elder took Chen Xiaobei very seriously. He had left the ongoing duel and 

came out to greet him personally! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! You’ve finally come!” 

The divine elder was very excited. He looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a fan looking at a superstar. 

 we’ve only been apart for a day!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  you’re making it sound like we haven’t seen 

each other for months!  

“You might not understand how I feel!” The hall extermination divine elder said excitedly. One day apart 

from you is like three years to me! It’s not an exaggeration at all!” 

“Alright, enough with the formalities.” 



 I’m already here. Who wants to see me? you should at least tell me in advance!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“It’s like this …” 

“The important figure who wants to see you is the pearl in the palm of the Grand Elder of the southern 

core Elder Council!” The hall extermination Saint elder said in embarrassment. Kill miss xuanling! She’s 

your super fan!” 

 uh …  Chen Xiaobei was a little disappointed. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had come here to form an alliance with the Holy extermination clan. He had 

thought that he would be able to meet the core elder. 

However, he did not expect that it was just a little fangirl who wanted to see him. 

“What’s wrong with the northern Mystic Divine ancestor? “He seems a little unhappy …” Hall 

extermination asked with a slight frown. 

 No… I’m not unhappy …  Chen Xiaobei shook his head. He did not tell her what he was really thinking. 

The Saint elder nodded and immediately said,  in that case, I’ll take you to the palace of Dark Destroyer. 

After you take a bath and change your clothes, you’ll be able to see miss xuanling!  

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei was confused.  “I’m a guest that you invited over! He wasn’t here to receive guests! Why 

do I need to take a bath and change my clothes?” 

“Uh …” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder was taken aback and quickly explained,”This … This is the rule of 

miss xuanling! Apart from her family, no matter who wants to see her, they must first take a bath and 

change their clothes!” 

Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “You’ve got it the wrong way! She wanted to see me! To be honest, I don’t 

want to see her at all!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s intention was to meet the Holy extermination clan’s core elder and form an alliance with 

them! He wasn’t here to see some random female fan! 

If this female fan was easy to get along with, Chen Xiaobei would not mind being friends with her. 

However, she wanted Chen Xiaobei to take a bath and change his clothes as soon as she came up to 

him. It was as if Chen Xiaobei was one level lower than her, and he had to accommodate her and obey 

her! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was not only unnecessary, it was also laughable! 

“This …” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder was stunned for a moment before he said in a daze,  it’s … It’s 

indeed miss xuanling who wants to see you. However, the rules must be followed. Please accommodate 

her a little …  



“No!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “Let’s just forget about this matter. I don’t want to see her, so why 

should I aggrieve myself to accommodate her? Do you think I’m too full?” 

 this …  the hall extermination divine elder was instantly speechless. 

“Goodbye!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and was about to leave.   you don’t have to send me off. I’ll walk around the city 

by myself and leave when I’m done playing!  

“……” 

The hall extermination’s Holy elder was stunned and speechless for a long time. 

After Chen Xiaobei had left, the divine elder sighed. 

“Sigh … Miss xuanling is the future successor of our Holy extermination clan! He was an existence at the 

level of a young master! He was also the undisputed number one genius! The North profound divine 

ancestor actually refused to see her … She’s too arrogant!” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder sighed again and again.”I don’t even know how to explain this to 

miss xuanling …” 

…… 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei was strolling around! 

What he didn’t know was that miss mie xuanling, whom he had just refused to meet, had already 

surpassed the core elders of the Holy extermination clan! 

At the same time, a figure was following Chen Xiaobei at a distance that was neither too far nor too 

close! He was also watching Chen Xiaobei’s every move! 

This person’s tracking skills were very good. Chen Xiaobei did not notice anything wrong even after 

following him for a long distance! 

However, behind this person, there was actually an even more powerful person following him! 

The Mantis stalks the cicada, unaware of the Oriole behind! 
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Chen Xiaobei felt bored after strolling around for a while, so he decided to leave the Holy extermination 

clan’s territory. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had no idea where he should go after leaving. 

After all, the situation was not very peaceful. If Chen Xiaobei ran off to another place, he might be 

discovered by the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan’s spies, and that would cause unnecessary trouble. 
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On the contrary, if he stayed in the Holy extermination clan’s territory, he would not have to worry 

about this. 

This was because the Saint extermination clan and the sky burying Yuan sacred clan were enemies. 

Members of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan couldn’t even enter the territory of the Saint 

extermination clan. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei’s decision to stay behind was a safer choice. 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had reached the bottleneck of a peak three-star divine ancestor. If 

he stayed in the Holy extermination clan’s territory, he might be able to get a four-star divine ancestor’s 

body from Death City. That way, Chen Xiaobei could break through to the next level. 

After some hesitation, Chen Xiaobei decided to stay. 

He would rest for a day first, then head to the Middle Eastern region of the Saint extermination team, 

the City of Death! 

After all, there might be very few four star divine ancestor level duelers in the outer life-ending city. 

After all, the higher the cultivation realm of the divine ancestor, the fewer the number. And those who 

were willing to participate in the life-and-death battle were even fewer! 

At the same time, this was a warning to Chen Xiaobei! 

The higher the level of the sacred ancestor, the fewer the number of people, and the more difficult it 

was to obtain the sacred ancestor’s corpse! 

Last time, Chen Xiaobei had speculated that there were only 150 people in the sky-burier divine clan 

who were above the seven Star divine ancestor level! 

The sky burying Yuan sacred clan was the strongest clan among the nine Supreme sacred ancestor clans! 

In other words, there were less than 150 people in the second group who were more powerful than a 

Seven Star divine ancestor! 

As for the third group, the great divine race and the Saint pan race, they had even fewer experts above 

the seven Star divine ancestor level. They might not even have more than ten! 

According to this ratio, there were probably only about a thousand people in this world who were higher 

than the seven Star divine ancestor realm! 

Among the countless living beings in the world, a mere thousand people was a pitiful number! 

From this, it could be seen how difficult it would be to obtain the corpse of a sacred ancestor of this 

level! 

In other words, the higher his cultivation level, the harder it would be for Chen Xiaobei to use the sacred 

ancestor Mystic resin to break through to the next level! 

Without a doubt, this was a very serious problem! 



If Chen Xiaobei did not think of a way to deal with this, his cultivation might stagnate for a long time in 

the future, and it would be extremely difficult for him to increase his cultivation! 

By then, Chen Xiaobei might have to use the one word Holy extermination curse to defeat his powerful 

enemies! 

In this way, he would fall into the calculations of the ancestor of all DAOs! 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but frown in worry! 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was strong enough. His worry only lasted for a moment before he 

calmed down. 

“There’s no need to waste your energy on things that haven’t happened yet! There are only two things I 

need to do now! First, he had to increase his strength as much as possible! Second, we must ally with 

the enemies of the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan as much as possible!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed and his mind became determined again! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei’s goal had always been to defeat the sky-burier sacred clan and release the 

sacred pan clan! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei did not have to defeat the elder of ten thousand DAOs. As long as he 

achieved his goal, it would be enough! 

There was no need to worry! 

 huh?!  

As he was walking, Chen Xiaobei suddenly felt something strange behind him. He immediately became 

alert! 

When he looked around, Chen Xiaobei suddenly realized that he had unknowingly walked into an empty 

area! 

“Not good!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he realized that he was in grave danger! 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was being followed! 

The stalker did not reveal any flaws along the way, but now, Chen Xiaobei noticed something strange! 

This was equivalent to sending out a huge danger signal! 

The stalker is about to make his move!” 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, a shadow suddenly rushed out from the corner and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, an extremely powerful Saint Origin Energy suddenly burst out! 



The strength of this Saint Qi was equivalent to that of an early stage four star divine ancestor. Although 

it was not very strong, it was enough to suppress Chen Xiaobei by one level! 

It could be seen that the stalker was not a single person, but a small group! 

After confirming Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level, they could send someone who could defeat Chen 

Xiaobei! With the least cost, the fastest speed, and the least impact, he would take Chen Xiaobei down! 

At this moment, the person who attacked was at the four star divine ancestor realm! 

If an ordinary peak three-star divine ancestor were here, he would be subdued in an instant without any 

room to fight back. The people in the city wouldn’t even be alarmed! 

However, the attacker would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei’s strength was not as simple as it 

seemed! 

“BOOM!” 

The next moment, the terrifying four star divine ancestor-level divine vitality slammed into Chen 

Xiaobei! 

“Whoosh …” 

However, immediately after, the Saint Origin Energy was like a clay ox entering the sea, instantly 

dispersing and disappearing without a trace! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei was not only unscathed, but he did not even move a single step. He 

stood there calmly and proudly as if nothing had happened! 

There was no mistake! 

This was the Super strong defensive power of the upgraded myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor! 

Without using any Saint Origin Energy, the armor could resist any attack below a six-star divine ancestor 

with its supreme quality! 

It was absolutely overbearing! It was absolutely unsolvable! 

 this … How is this possible??? ” 

Seeing the scene in front of him, the guy who had followed them and ambushed them was so shocked 

that his mouth was wide open and his scalp went numb! 

Of course, the reason why he was so shocked was because Chen Xiaobei had hidden the ten thousand 

DAOs Holy Emperor armor under his skin. From the outside, the armor could not be seen! 

So, from the attacker’s point of view, Chen Xiaobei had used his physical strength to block the Saint Qi 

that was one level higher than him! 

This result had a huge impact and shock on the heart of the Ambusher. It had even shattered his three 

views! 

“Whoosh …” 



At the same time, Chen Xiaobei burned his mental power and conjured a black beam of celestial-slaying 

sword Qi! 

The sword’s tip was pointed at the Ambusher, instantly bringing him immense pressure! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The Ambusher screamed in disbelief, ” “Help … Young master, help …” 


